
MAC Enterprise  
Pilot Program: 
Lay the foundation for 
Apple in the Classroom

Apple technology and education resources are used by many institutions to deliver creative and inspiring ways to engage 
students, promote digital skills development and optimise their learning outcomes. Moreover, research1 has shown that 
Macs cost less over a 3-year product cycle, compared with non-Apple laptops, when hardware and software costs are 
factored in.

At JB Hi-Fi Education, we understand that deploying and supporting new technology and devices can be a daunting 
task for an already stretched IT Team. As such, we have a team of Apple certified engineers ready to provide advice and 
support at each step of your Apple journey.

Why work with JB Hi-Fi Education?
Our strong partnership with Apple extends the advantages of user choice through easy procurement, roll-out and 
management of Apple’s complete device portfolio. Our Apple certified professionals align with best practices for 
implementation, so you can be confident that your systems and devices are managed, secure and working as expected. 

To learn more, reach out to your JB Hi-Fi Education Account Manager or email education@jbhifi.com.au. 

1  The Total Economic ImpactTM of MAC in Enterprise: M1 Update, Forrester (2021)

Accelerate Mac adoption
Our Mac Enterprise Pilot Program supports your organisation to implement a ‘small scale’ modern managed roll-out of 
MAC devices in your education environment. 

By demonstrating the ease of deployment, advanced enterprise management features, and by uncovering the potential 
speed bumps associated with a ‘device choice’ program, your organisation will be set up for success when it comes to 
organisation-wide Apple adoption initiatives.

Program Benefits
• Readiness of your IT Team for Apple device rollout 

• Organisation enrolment in Apple’s Enterprise 
deployment programs 

• Sanity checks to ensure readiness of your 
environment to support MAC devices and corporate 
Apple services 

• Demonstrate the process efficiencies of zero-
touch deployment such as reduced logistics and 
configuration effort 

• Deliver device choice programs for staff

Key activities
• Preparation and planning with a designated 

project manager

• Definition of success criteria for the program

• Enrolment in Apple enterprise programs

• Network validation

• Architecting your MAC build process

• Refining your Apple roll-out process

• Identity services integration 

• Deployment strategy and process

• Support and enablement of your IT team during 
the process

JB Hi-Fi Education.
More for Education.
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